Sapphire Comfort Turn
Standard and Bariatric Options Available
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3 modes of therapy, static low air loss,
pulsating low air loss & continuous
lateral rotation with low air loss
Full body lateral rotation
Lockout to eliminate
unintentional setting change

Fowler feature for
seat inflation when
head is elevated

Variable rotation cycle times
from 3 to 90 minutes
Domestic mattress
featuring high strength
air cells
Turn and Hold feature
Low pressure/power failure
audible and visual alarms

Air Cells
®

The Sapphire Comfort Turn combines true low air loss with full
body lateral rotation capabilities in a complete mattress replacement
system.
The microprocessor controlled blower unit features up to a 40º
“Full Turn” and “Right Turn” modes of rotation. These rotation
modes have a minimum cycle time of 3 minutes and a maximum
of 90 minutes. The “Turn & Hold” feature allows the caregiver to
rotate the patient to the left or right to help administer the patient.
Additional features include: “Static” for stationary low air loss
therapy, “Fowler” to boost seat inflation when the head is elevated,
“Auto Firm” for rapid inflation and easy patient transfer,“Lockout”
to maintain caregiver settings without accidental interruptions,
“Low Pressure” and “Power Failure” audible / visual alarms and
“Self Diagnostic Check” to quickly assess all switches and sensors
for proper calibration and operation.

CONTROL UNIT
Dimensions:
Weight:
Cycle Time:
Electrical Rating:
Power Cord:
Warranty:

53cm L x 28cm W x 40cm H
5kg
Variable (3-20 minutes)
240V / 50Hz
Harmonized Hospital Grade Plug
1 Year

Control Unit

SUPPORT SURFACE
Weight Capacity:
- 90cm x200cm - Static 204kg - Therapy Mode 155kg (rotating)
- 100cm x200cm - Static 450kg - Therapy Mode 295kg (rotating)
- 120cm x200cm - Static 450kg - Therapy Mode 295kg (rotating)
Warranty: 2 Year Limited
Top Cover Warranty 90 Days
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